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Project Summary
This capstone project sought to answer the research question Can providing student
choice improve student motivation in a middle school English Language Arts class? Daniels and
Bizar (2005) list student choice as one of the important characteristics of “best practice”
classrooms, and student choice has continually been shown to increase intrinsic motivation in
learners (Guthrie and Knowles, 2001). However, teachers find it’s much easier to place a book in
their students' hands then try to teach them how to pick their own books. This project is meant to
change that notion. The project I created includes a Google website that houses a variety of
resources for the overworked teacher. I included a Google form tracker in order for teachers to
keep track of strategies that work well and strategies that might need to be replaced with new
ones.
This project’s goal is to share this information with other educators that might not be
exposed to this type of work. English Language Arts teachers shouldn’t be the only ones
encouraging student choice in their classrooms, which is why developing a website that can be
shared across the school and district to all content areas will be a great benefit. The Engagement
Theory endorses this project because it emphasizes that students are motivated to read and are
socially engaged by talking about or sharing their reading (Tracy & Morrow, 2017) and by
getting more teachers resources to help encourage independent reading in the classroom this will
allow students the opportunity to do both.
The intended audience for this project are educators that teach middle school aged
students, however high school teachers could also adept the resources and use them in their
classrooms. This project is for educators that share a love of allowing students to become
autonomous and make choices for themselves. The resources in this project are meant for small
groups and independent learning. The use of mini-lessons and student-teacher conferencing will
be used. Educators that want to put more control of student’s learning into the hands of the
students themselves will benefit from this website. Tips for scaffolding and differentiating will
be provided on the website in order to better serve each teacher’s specific students.
Capstone Project Description
Below is a link to my website. This website has resources to help facilitate reading in
middle school classrooms (6-8). There is an overview page, which details what will be found in
the website and a little about myself. There is a literature circle tab, which details already made
literature circles and also procedures and how to implement the literature circles. There is an
independent novel tab. This tab explains how to monitor independent novels in the classroom
with conference sheets and projects. There is a reading encouragement tab. This allows for other
resources teachers may want to use in their classroom in order to encourage students to read.
Lastly, there is a contact tab, and this tab allows for teacher collaboration, as well as student












● Google slides to literature circles (users can make their own copy)
● Google slides and documents explaining the literature circle procedures and jobs
● Google sheets for literature circles and independent reading calendars
● Google sheets for independent reading conferences
● Google forms for teacher contact and student feedback

